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                  We've been making some changes
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                  We have upgraded our online showroom so you can shop both pre-owned and new vehicles in one place.

Check It Out
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                     Lorem Ipsum is simply dummy text of the printing and typesetting industry. Lorem Ipsum has been the industry's standard dummy text ever since the 1500s.
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About the MAS military car buying program.

Military AutoSource (MAS) is the only on base, factory-authorized distributor for ten brands of cars, trucks and SUVs, including: Chevrolet, Chrysler, Dodge, Ford, Honda, Jeep, Lincoln, Nissan, RAM, Toyota and Volkswagen.
 We also offer the iconic lineup of motorcycles from Harley-Davidson® to U.S.
 military personnel stationed, deployed or on TDY assignment overseas for at least 30 days as well as DOD civilians and contractors.
 MAS is the official partner of the Exchange and NEXCOM, and together we have provided our deployed military and DOD eligible customers with superior value, service and convenience since 1960.

 At MAS we personalize the car shopping experience for every military member based on his or her individual needs, duty location, and financing requirements.
 For financing, we partner Navy Federal, and every on base credit union for the best rates and terms.
 Come and visit us on-base, or shop conveniently online.
 Our mission is to provide the most upfront, hassle-free, secure, and trustworthy car buying program available.



               

               
               
                  
                     Products featured on this website are sold by Auto Exchange Kraftfahrzeug Handels GmbH or by Overseas Military Sales Corporation – OMSC Ltd.
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